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Please note that booth numbers are subject to change, so download the Expo West app at expowest.com/mobile or pick up a map at the show for the latest information. 

Natural Products Expo West 2014 – special section

Sonoma Cider
This California company has mastered the emerging trend of craft hard 
cider. Founded in 2013 by a 20-year-veteran cidermaster, Sonoma 
Cider debuts three new varieties: The Hatchet, The Pitchfork and The 
Anvil. All are made with apples from USDA Organic orchards, which 
yield smaller fruit but more concentrated flavor. Try these not-too-sweet, 
well-balanced ciders, especially the smoky, bourbon-spiked Anvil. 
Bonus: They’re gluten free! 
Booth 5553

Aura Cacia Facial Serums
This classic natural brand is branching 
out with new facial skin care formulas 
packed with its sustainably sourced 
organic oils, including argan, baobab 
and tamanu, Each SKU is formulated 
for use at a certain time of day (or 
night) to promote optimal skin and 
mind health. 
Booth 3734

Birch Benders
We love the convenience of this pancake mix, which allows users to just add water, shake 
and pour into a griddle or pan. No need to worry about using the entire jar, because 
leftover batter keeps in the fridge for up to a week. Ridiculously indulgent combinations 
made with organic ingredients include White Chocolate Macadamia Nut, Banana 
Buckwheat, Ginger Spice and Gluten Free.  
Booth 2999B 

Jade Monk Matcha Green Tea Powder
Bright, punchy packaging hints at the vitality of this non-GMO, vegan, take-anywhere 
beverage. Delicious mixed with hot or cold water, the powder dissolves instantly to 
create a subtly sweet refresher. Fine matcha particles provide focused, long-lasting 
energy and 282 milligrams of antioxidant flavonoids—equivalent to nearly 10 cups of 
green tea nutrients. We love the Palau Peach and Lime Blossom flavors.
Booth 8521

Phoney Baloney
Smoky, salty and crunchy, these organic 
coconut flakes are dressed up with organic 
tamari, liquid smoke and a touch of maple 
syrup to mimic everyone’s favorite breakfast 
side—bacon. The vegan, gluten-free flakes add 
a bacon-y touch to dips, salads, sandwiches, 
pizza or even ice cream. Will they please pork 
and plant eaters alike? We think so, but you 
be the judge.  
Booth 7004


